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Forming young disciples in mission:
Reflections on story, Scripture, stations and experiences
1. INTRODUCTION
If discipleship is framed by engagement with Scripture and commitment to authentic
relationships with God, others and self, how can people be helped to explore that and make
connections with daily life in their context or their current cultural ‘address’? In encouraging
communities of faith to embrace a shift from propositional to narrative faith, what kinds of
‘missional’ events or activities and experiences would it be wise to offer? What are our proudest
stories of doing something differently? What one change could we create that would make a huge
difference?
This paper shares the story of and unpacks the practices of:
- Storytelling about ‘a different story’
- HOPE and ‘Eternity’ and the Australian National Museum in Canberra
- Contemporary Biographical ‘Stations’ of everyday people and their story
- Contemporary Biographical ‘Stations’ of Biblical Characters
- ‘’Meaningful Soles’ story sharing installations using people’s shoes and telling their story
- Evolving activities of ‘Mission Exposure’ in national, local and regional events/programs
These flesh out aspects of “Youth Ministry 3.0”1 and “OMG: A Youth Ministry Handbook”2 and it’s
‘haunting questions’ for youth ministry and the forming of disciples in mission. I believe the ethos
and actions are applicable to people of all ages. It’s aimed at encouraging shared ideas, reflection
and discussion as others seek to undertake similar journeys of forming disciples in mission.
“The Church’s experience is shifting from a stable and secure world toward a huge, open-ended
question. If one word characterizes people’s experiences of this, it is uncertainty”
Alan Roxburgh “Crossing The Bridge, p24 January 2001

“Raise the Alarm” The Living End3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f_XqUriewjs
I may not believe in God, doesn't mean I'm a lesser person
I still have a heart and I know what it feels like to be broken
I may not believe in Jesus but I believe in sacrifice
Life doesn't always stand a reason and no one ever gets a chance to live it twice
Chorus:
But I'd rather risk my fate than to lose my faith
In the lovin', the hatin' the constant debatin'
The chaos, the calm Raise the alarm
The living that die the constant deny the chaos,
the calm Raise the alarm
Whoa, whoa...Whoa, whoa...Whoa
Raise the alarm
I may not believe in regrets but I believe in salvation
Some things I'd rather forget we choose what we see,
and we see what we choose to believe
In the name of the father, the son, and the holy ghost
I'm not concerned with religion,
after all it's what's inside that matters most
Chorus [repeat]
Whoa, whoa...Whoa, whoa...Whoa
Raise the alarm….

missio dei or God’s mission in the world
- God’s action towards the reconciliation and renewal of the whole of creation
- NOT sharing THE TRUTH but discovering where God is already active before we came along
- It’s not the Church’s mission but God’s AND God’s mission has a church [Newbiggen]
What’s your definition of God’s mission in the world, we are invited to join?
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2. TWO STORIES illustrate the beginnings and motivations for the ideas, activities and programs
exampled in this presentation/workshop. They represent a broader journey through the societal
shifts and changes since the late 1960s and the growing uneasiness with dominant or prevailing
models of ministry with young people in that time. The rediscovery of the idea of mission dei or
‘God’s mission in the world’ is the fuel for this journey.
[1] “Four Views of Youth Ministry and the Church” Mark Senter III
In the late 1990s Fuzz Kitto handed me a photocopy of a typewriter manuscript to read….
I didn’t understand everything it was saying BUT knew there was ‘something’ about it.
It was before it’s time. Maybe ten years later it provided a ‘tool’ for evaluating and re-visioning
ministry with young people in a ‘missional’ context. Moving beyond invitation to incarnation.
Senter uses four lenses or models of youth ministry: inclusive congregational; preparatory;
missional and strategic. These describe whether the primary goal of the group is preparation for
being church, building relationships, in existence to connect with those in the community beyond
the church or the radical idea of strategically growing new congregations. It allows a church to
assess where it’s model sits and to decide where they would prefer to be located. It’s a tool for
shaping and learning what it means to be ‘missional’.
AND

[2] “Now is the Time” Uniting Church NCYC 2001
The National Christian Youth Convention [NCYC] is our then biennial national youth event and
the theme for Brisbane was “Now is the Time.” The determination to host a one day ‘Justice,
Music and Arts Festival’ at Boondall was outstanding.
My story is about a frustrating Sunday spent engaging with UCA congregations [within an hour
or so of Brisbane] who were all invited to a large public worship gathering following our Dinner
provided at various drop off points on the way back. I remember being very annoyed at how
excited some of my Youth Worker colleagues were that they had made the local media with
Dominos largest take away pizza order for the southern hemisphere.
Way back in 1991 I too remembered a ‘wall of news’ with clippings stuck on a glass full glass
wall so punters could see how our event was perceived. By 2001 we were not ‘news.’ Many of my
early NCYC’s had a middle day off for the local sights and between these two things there had to
be a better way to ‘earth’ young people’s discipleship experiences in their lives. How can 2000
‘Christians’ descend on a capital city and be so insular they only experience the Convention and
some tourist snapshot. Surely we could have greater impact than a pizza order?
IDEA #01 ‘MISSION EXPOSURE DAY’ NCYC 2003 IN NEWCASTLE
I wasn’t convinced we had the capacity to ‘pull it off’ but that afternoon of annoyance inspired
an ‘Immersion Day’ at the centre of NCYC in Newcastle. Despite January closures we managed to
send Convention Delegates to a variety of Community Agencies and Services to hear the story of
how they meet the hurts and hopes of people in the local community and we shaped the
discipleship themes and worship following to invite people to debrief what they had experienced
and where they saw God in action.
It was exciting to see WA two years later and then the Synod of Victoria and Tasmania bith
develop the idea for even more authentic actions. Where we might have seen Soup Kitchen WA
had people making, serving or cleaning up after soup and engaging with those who enjoyed the
free hospitality. Vic/Tas built collaborations with ‘holy mischief’ partners to do social justice
actions, share stories and make a public statement in Fed Square around an array of social justice
issues. It was a chance to be engaged, challenged, called and to embody discipleship.
We brought the idea back to our then Synod Summer and Winter Camps where High Schoolers
took a coach trip to Sydney to meet people, hear stories or serve in a variety of places. These
included: Wayside Chapel; Redfern; U-Care Hostels; a Talk from some “Big Issue’ sellers and an
urban observation walk. An evening debrief and two further days of small groups and worship saw
young people’s perspectives transformed, their commitment to action inspired and their
engagement with discipleship material made real. I observe that the UCA National Young Adult
Leaders Conferences hosted by our Presidents have adopted the idea.
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“By living incarnationally we not only model the pattern of humanity set up in [Christ’s] Incarnation
but also create space for mission to take place in organic ways. In this way mission becomes
something that fits seamlessly into the ordinary rhythms of life, friendships and community and is
thus thoroughly contextualised.”
The God of Second Chances: Finding Hope through the Prophets of Exile” Ron Clark [WIPF and Stock Publishers, 13 Sep 2012]

A mentored group on ‘exposure’ trip ‘Brian’ the shoe shine rough sleeper Pitt St
Marcus who shared his story of selling the ‘Big Issue’

FIRST PRINCIPLE is ‘ENGAGEMENT’ in action, life and hard questions
Mentored reflection can offer ‘tools’ for young people to grow faith and integrate social justice or
missional action into everyday life.
SECOND PRINCIPLE is ‘COLLABORATION’ with kindred spirits
As the gospel says “if they’re not against us they’re for us”

‘More Than Poison Ball’
Youth ministry often doesn’t challenge or demand enough of young people. A model of
gathering for games, social activity and Bible discussion needs MORE to foster lifelong learning
and discipleship when young people are asking to see and experience the kind of community we
talk about. Even at their height what we regard as ‘traditional youth ministry’ was built on
authentic relationships.
Any congregation thinking of youth ministry in this ‘missional’ context needs to gather ‘affinity
groups’ not ‘one size fits all’ and any group of young people could be gathered around a social
justice cause or community service activity to be mentored, join a small group and engage in faith
practices that engaged the stories of what they learned or how this story connected with God’s
story out of their lived experience.
“St Vincent” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wm3qP2BBMs0&feature=youtu.be
“And we have an I don’t know, which seems to be the fastest growing religion in the world”
Movie Clip 1min 56 first day at a new school
“Yes, we (the Church) are going through a dying experience, but we do not go alone. … What do
we share in particular with them? We have lost our place. We share the loss of our traditions and
institutions. We share the pressure to lose faith in God to those gods of the surrounding culture.
… There is clarity in overwhelming ambiguity.”
Alan Roxburgh “Crossing The Bridge, p160 January 2001
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IDEA #02 POWERFUL STORIES
STORIES are very powerful. They cross cultural and language barriers; create community
through shared interest; create identity [through the stories we hear and accept or reject]. In this
way they determine our reality. There are a variety of ways I’ve sought to make stories accessible
or used their power to make contemporary connections with the ‘good news’ of the kingdom of
God. That’s our framing story after all.
That has included:
[1] Contemporary Biographical ‘Stations’ of Biblical Characters
By ‘stations’ I mean individual and group engagement with storyboards and Biblical texts given
shape by using a contemporary photo of the character. Sometimes this enables use of culturally
and ethnically more accurate pictures, emphasising age and experience or just placing the story
into today’s context. Groups and individuals are invited to explore the story, do creative writing in
the gaps, extrapolate into the future, ask questions about what they don’t know. It demystifies
some parts of the Biblical story without ‘dumbing it down’ and can include timelines and
background.

Jesus is arrested

The Woman at the Well, Matthew, Mary, Peter, the Woman at Simon’s home
And an OT timeline around the walls

[2] Contemporary Biographical ‘Stations’ of everyday people and their story
These are inspired stories of everyday young people and young adults “doing something” and
living out their values in everyday life. In action/reflection [praxis] models of activity these are
stories that inspire and inform.

Kylie Sambo winner ‘Heywire with the song “Muckaty” Wallaby Rugby player David Pocock Ahn Do
Jandamara O’Shane Jonty Bush and more…

Each of these stations were in place at major youth events for individual and group activity with
artifacts/props and the Kylie Sambo ‘station’ included her video story on loop and it was used in a
group input session earlier that day. Kylie was a Finailst/Winner of the ABC ‘Heywire’ competition
where young people use various mediums to tell the story of life in their community.
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Muckaty is near a proposed nuclear waste dump and was the focus of a ground swell
community campaign to get answers and commitments from government in relation to indigenous
stewardship of the land and the views of the community were heard.
“Muckaty” Kylie Sambo https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nadlwfLapPg
[3] HOPE and ‘Eternity’
The Australian National Museum has a display based around a variety of emotions under the
banner “Eternity” which relates to the remarkable story of Arthur Stace and his 1960s copperplate
chalking of the word all over Sydney’s footpaths. The word HOPE looms large amongst the other
emotions and interestingly outsold all the other theme t-shirts 3 to 1 in the Museum Shop.
I’ve done a lot of work on sharing the Arthur Stace’s story and helping young people unpack the
theme of ‘HOPE.’ The well known scenes in the film “Shawshank Redemption” and the writing of
Jurgen Moltmann have been helpful. It’s a theme that fits within any unfolding of the ‘Kingdom or
rule and reign of God’ in exploring the biblical perspective on HOPE.

-

Finally,
[4] “Meaningful Soles”
Inspired by Paul Hobbs, “Sacred Ground” gathering shoes and stories globally I embarked on a
two sided project. One is to write to all kinds of famous, celebrity and notable people and invite
them to share their shoes and story from the perspective of their shoes. I have had a very poor
response though Andrew Denton, Natasha Stott Despoja, Tim Flannery and Peter Garrett all liked
the idea citing busyness as a reason to decline. How fascinating not to hear back from Bono,
Nelson Mandela, Nicole Kidman et al BUT to receive sandals from Dave Andrews of ‘The Waiters
Union’ intentional community in Brisbane.
The second part was to invite communities of faith, congregations and youth groups to write
their story and display their shoes within a wider event like a Camp or a contemporary worship.
The disclosure, willingness to go deep and learning from one another is consistently stunning!!
Highlights include:
- An older lady discouraged by a friend from buying Doc Marten boots because that’s what
‘lesbians’ wear had never told that story but did refer to herself as lesbian from the ankles down
- A young person in WA who brought small orthotic joggers to a Camp to tell the story of leg
lengthening surgery she was about to undergo to continue treatment for having been born with
one shorter leg
- Jim Mein’s high jump spikes from State Titles, Geoff Smith’s boots that journeyed from
discernment to candidating and onto placements and ordination
Each story allowed people to ‘go deeper’ in the event or community they belonged to and to be
open to explore other stories including Biblical characters and Jesus own journey inviting us to
embody and follow in discipleship engaging with others in their unique stories.
THIRD PRINCIPLE is ‘STORIES ARE POWERFUL’ and are the stuff of transformation
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3. UNDERPINNINGS
There is a challenge for Christians here, to find in the Australian experience where God is present
and to make the connections with the life-giving, transforming Spirit of Jesus Christ.
“In place of a God concerned with narrow piety and petty morality or else a God totally remote
from the harsh realities of daily life, many Australians have exulted in a vital immanent Spirit, who
is experienced in the sensuality of good food and drink, in sunshine and physical exertion, of
crowded arenas and rowdy bars. But they have also been awestruck at craggy mountains and
raging seas and been appalled by wilting deserts and relentless bushfires. They have been
touched by the struggling underdog, stood by those in need [and] brought down the pretentious
from their thrones. Yet few knew that in all this they were encountering the living God and Father
of our Lord Jesus Christ in the power of the Spirit.”
“An Australian theology?” John Gaden [Bulletin of Australian Studies 2 1985 p22-23]

So our challenge is to engage in the rediscovery of ‘missio dei’ or God’s mission in the world. The idea
there are ‘a thousand definitions of the word MISSION derails the conversation for many people. Frankly,
that’s lazy and immature. God’s mssion is understood in our own Uniting Church ‘Basis of Union’ as the
reconciliation and renewal of the whole of creation. That’s as ‘big picture’ as it gets. The missional church,
says Alan Hirsch, is one that so structures it’s shape and life for it’s participation in God’s mission in the
world.
We talked in the 1990’s about being ‘good neighbour’ and going into the world or our local community
NOT to share good news with those who didn’t know God but rather to discover what God had been doing
before we came along and to share the truth of what God had been doing in our lives. Of all the mission
consultant’s worldwide who have gained prominence the one who starts in the most appropriate place is
Kennon Callahan who sources the missional imperative in understanding the hurts and hopes of those in
your community.

IDEA #03 A Biblical model for this kind of mission is found not only in Acts 17 as public
pronouncement but also in Luke’s gospel:
Luke 10: 1-9 (NRSV) The Mission of the Seventy
10 After this the Lord appointed seventy others and sent them on ahead of him in pairs to every town and place where
he himself intended to go. 2 He said to them, “The harvest is plentiful, but the labourers are few; therefore ask the Lord
of the harvest to send out labourers into his harvest. 3 Go on your way. See, I am sending you out like lambs into the
midst of wolves. 4 Carry no purse, no bag, no sandals; and greet no one on the road. 5 Whatever house you enter, first
say, ‘Peace to this house!’ 6 And if anyone is there who shares in peace, your peace will rest on that person; but if not, it
will return to you. 7 Remain in the same house, eating and drinking whatever they provide, for the labourer deserves to
be paid. Do not move about from house to house. 8 Whenever you enter a town and its people welcome you, eat what
is set before you; 9 cure the sick who are there, and say to them, ‘The kingdom of God has come near to you.’[b]

Here we find a pattern that is deeply contextual. The instruction to travel lightly and eat what is put in
front of you are aspects of radical hospitality that honour and acknowledge the place of those you find in
this endeavour. The ‘theology’ is thick in this analysis of what’s going on about the ‘Kingdom of Heaven.’ We
go not to do ‘social service’ but to find God active in the world and name it as so. “What’s different to Rotary
or Lions, ask many detractors” BUT you see what’s different is that YOU are doing it… it’s a scenario where
we need to teach young people skills and listen to their debriefing and questions.
FOURTH PRINCIPLE is skills of cultural analysis, observing and listening need to be taught
It strikes me at the same time that young people have grown up in the current context and the
missional challenge is their world. My next explorations in ministry with young adults will be to ask
what they have to teach us, to give voice to from their standpoint. I already hear the questions about
how to find and craft a community of faith where the ideas work.
This is all underpinned by the ‘three legs of a stool’ that make youth ministry sustainable and effective:
SPACE is allowing young people to be themselves and for focused ministries to exist within the community
PERMISSION is genuine encouragement and resourcing that changes or breaks the rules authentically
VALIDITY is the sometimes missing piece that doesn’t see youth ministry as pretend or L plates but real
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IDEA #04 There are any number of SHIFTS to “missional” required and here are just ‘some’:
- Not just “what does the Bible say?” BUT how should we live in light if it?
- Young people have a simple request, they just want to see the community we speak of lived out in reality
- Leadership by gifts not longevity
- Talk, walk, lead and travel with young people in their day to day lives and realities
- The separation between the secular and sacred is artificial yet young people do tune in to ‘thin places’
- We are not engaging with a generation who rejected or left the church, but one that doesn’t “get it”
- We move from the age of proclamation, to program, to authentic communion and social justice action
- From propositional faith or doctrines to believe to narrative faith or your place in God’s unfolding story
- Some ways into this include understanding and enacting how we can be like SALT and LIGHT and YEAST
- Go into the world where the focus is the needs of the world, not the concerns of the church
- Affirmation that this is God’s world and God is in it
- Looking for the intersection between Bible stories, listening to and telling personal stories
- Re-imagined expressions of faith that are culturally facilitated are part of our history
- Redefinition of Christian faith in relational terms not beliefs

“Can’t open the lid and pour a pre-prepared gospel in. People filter out ‘church’ as being about
joining an institution… the gospel seen not so much as inadequate as irrelevant. It isn’t gospel
unless it speaks to the needs of ordinary people.”
John Drane

“Doubt is not the opposite of faith; it is one element of faith”
Paul Tillich

FIFTH PRINCIPLE find and explore stories, music, creative arts from youth culture
Unlike most Christian music, films and books for young people there are plenty of bands, storytellers
and writers answering or exploring questions people are actually asking

IDEA #05 Here are some RESOURCES or IDEAS I’ve found helpful/challenging:
- “Where the Hell is Matt?” Matt Harding Dancing
Shot in 2010 sponsored by a Chewing Gum Company and then 2012’s more missional revisit
- “To This Day” Shane Koyczan alongside “Caught in the Crowd” Kate Miller Heidke on bullying
- Proost UK Resources “Gaga Samaritan” story video clip 3min 20
- “Below My Feet” Mumford & Sons 4min 40 live at Red Rocks about an earthed real life
- “Cannot Buy My Soul “ Kev Carmody and Paul Kelly 2min 40
- “From Little Things Big Things Grow” Paul Kelly or The Waifs and Vincent Lingiari’s story
- “Meet Me in the Middle of the Air” Paul Kelly live at the MCG 2min 13 Psalm 23
- Videos “50 People one Question” biggest regret 6min 30 stunning discussion starters
- “Good Will Hunting” park bench movie scene about really living, obscenity warning
- ‘What I Believe’ Project
About encouraging individuals and groups to write ‘real’ affirmations of faith including questions,
doubts, wonderings and the conversation that can arise
- Projects, events, marches, causes and those which include faith practices e.g. LENT Event
- “Another World is Possible” exploring the “Occupy Wall St” movement c.f Palm Sunday
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4. CONCLUSION
My thanks for the opportunity to reflect on, process and write about these ideas, which is why I
volunteer to present material from time to time. This paper is full of hunches, ongoing thinking
and material I’ll happily disown or discard at some future time.
In the end whatever we do the ‘haunting questions’* from Kenda Creasy Dean’s “OMG: A Youth
Ministry Handbook” [Abingdon Press 2010] are a sobering ‘measuring stick’ at a time of massive
challenge for the re-imagining and encouragement of formation for discipleship in mission.
Young people will incarnate the gospel in unique cultural and contextual clothes. It seems to me
we can be part of the problem or part of the solution.
*Haunting Questions
Does youth ministry matter?
Do our practices of youth ministry reflect Christ?
Do existing “models and practices” reflect the church’s best theological work?
Do they accomplish what we imagine?
Do they bear any relationship to the church?
Do our practices of youth ministry shape Christians?
How long can we keep this up?

Rob Hanks November 2015
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“Youth Ministry 3.0 A Manifesto of Where We’ve Been, Where We Are and Where We Need to Go” Mark Oestriecher
“OMG: A Youth Ministry Handbook” Kenda Creasy Dean Abingdon Press 2010
“Raise the Alarm” The Living End [Dew Process 2008]

OMG
https://books.google.com.au/books?id=dgMwHyBSwhUC&pg=PT81&lpg=PT81&dq=missional+young+people&source=bl&ots=2x9bey5gII&sig=CZHThFI_
ud9xVKns0eNmIn2mwlE&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0CBsQ6AEwADgKahUKEwiWloO6r6HIAhXl5qYKHRTrBmk#v=onepage&q=missional%20young%20people&f=f
alse
FOUR VIEWS
https://books.google.com.au/books?id=1VgChUouXjUC&pg=PA80&lpg=PA80&dq=missional+young+people&source=bl&ots=apGapkGazn&sig=_0NCqADD
jJIXALapf0lRSCjQ7dY&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0CCQQ6AEwAjgKahUKEwiWloO6r6HIAhXl5qYKHRTrBmk#v=onepage&q=missional%20young%20people&f=false
YOUTHWORKS
http://www.premieryouthwork.com/Past-Issues/2015/June-2015/Reimagining-Church-with-young-people
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